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Dear Old Fullerian,
Welcome to the Spring Edition of Contact. Once
again we need to thank the Editor John Cook
and Peter Holden for layout and design.
Towards the end of March I was privileged to
attend a Testimonial day for Graham Welch, the
Master in charge of Hockey, who retires in the
summer after 111 (Nelson as he pointed out)
terms at WBGS. The event comprised three
consecutive matches involving staff, the current
school team and OFs spanning the many eras
that have benefited from Graham’s coaching.
The venue, the all weather pitch at the New
Field, provided a fitting introduction to the
splendid new pavilion, one week after its official
opening on the 20th March.
Known as the “Household Pavilion” it
commemorates Ernest Scott Household, an Old
Fullerian who died of his wounds in France in
1917. His career at the school was marked by
academic and sporting excellence: finishing first
in his form in 1909 and 1910; the first boy in the
history of the school to score a century in a
competitive fixture (against Latymer school);
scoring 7 goals in a famous 14-0 win over John
Lyon School in 1910. After leaving school he
went on to play Cricket for Hertfordshire, scoring
120 against the MCC.
The opening was attended by members of the
Household lineage whose spokesman (bravely)
sported an OMT tie and warmly accepted the
tribute to his distant relative. John Taylor, the
distinguished Old Fullerian1, performed the
official opening ceremony and unveiled a plaque,
donated by the OFA, commemorating Ernest
Household. The two storey building, replacing
the battered sixties structure and the “shed” that

preceded it, has changing rooms on the ground
floor. The upper deck has a lounge/meeting
area and bar and a magnificent south facing
balcony providing a fine view of the All Weather
Hockey, Rugby and Cricket pitches. Credit must
go to the work of Martin Post and his team in
initiating the project, obtaining the funding and
commissioning the building work and to Mark
Allchorn who oversaw the later stages.
In January the ever popular Annual Dinner was
attended by 177 members and guests with a
lively speech from Don Barrell peppered with
anecdotes from his WBGS and Saracens Rugby
career.
At the AGM in February the new committee was
confirmed. We welcome Oliver Bolland (96-03)
and bid farewell to Peter Waters after forty years
continuous service, no less than four
chairmanships and 34 years as Honourable
Secretary. To echo the words of Tim Constable,
our current Secretary “The Association cannot
begin to thank Peter for all of his hard work over
the years and his careful guidance and
encyclopedic knowledge in the history of the
Association will be sorely missed”.
Ollie (Bolland) gave us a preview of his worth as
a committee member by assisting as one of the
Dragons in December. This is covered in a later
article on the Dragons Den. Further examples of
our support for the school are also provided elsewhere in this edition.
Thus the Association continues to prosper but
we will always welcome ideas for new events,
fund raising or ways to increase membership. I
wish you well for the remainder of 2015 and, if
not before, look forward to seeing you at the dinner in 2016 (Saturday 16th January).

1

Rugby International for Wales and the British
Lions, Sports Correspondent and Commentator who
memorably gave WBGS a mention when welcoming
Josh Lewsey’s try in the 2003 Rugby Union World
Cup final
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School Matters

The New Pavilion.
Mike England has already
described the opening by John
Taylor, of the new pavilion on
the “New Field”. The picture
taken at the event and included
here shows Paul Shearring
(Chairman of the Governors),
John Taylor (Rugby Legend as
described by the Watford
Observer)and Martin Post
(previous Headmaster who
initiated the project and had
returned for the event). The
plaque which can be seen behind
John and Martin, was donated by
the Association and its wording
is reproduced below. Also to be
seen is a photo of Ernest Scott
Household.

ERNEST SCOTT HOUSEHOLD
Ernest Scott Household attended Watford Grammar School for Boys from September 1908 to July 1910. He was an outstanding
student and an outstanding sportsman, finishing first in his form in both years. Captain of the school athletics and cricket teams, he
was the first student in the history of the school to score a century in a competitive fixture against Latymer Upper School.
After leaving school, Household went on to represent Hertfordshire at cricket and scored an impressive 120 not out against the MCC.
There is every chance that, but for the War, he would have gone on to be a professional sportsman.
Household joined the 5th Essex Regiment in November 1915 and quickly rose to officer rank. In July 1917, after two years of
dedicated service, 2nd Lieutenant E S Household was wounded in action at Monchy-Le-Preux and died of his wounds two days later.
When leaving in 1910, he was described by his Housemaster:
“With a Captain like Household, we were bound to succeed, for his keenness and enthusiasm stirred many boys to action.
We are very sorry to say goodbye and we sincerely hope that his example may be remembered by ‘N House’ for a long time to come.”
This Pavilion is dedicated to the memory of Ernest Scott Household and the 95 other young men of the school community who gave
their lives in the Great War It is hoped that their example will inspire future generations of students of Watford Grammar School for
Boys both on and off the sports field.

This plaque was donated by the Old Fullerians’ Association
–––
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We welcomed the following
new full members in 2014:
D Asokakumar
07-14
A Bains
07-14
I Bairoliya
07-14
R Barnett
07-14
M Beeton
68-76
S Binns
07-14
E Burford
07-14
D S Campbell
07-14
R Carpenter
07-14
J Carruthers
07-14
M E C Chambers
76-77
B Cross
07-14
E Daniel
07-14
W Dare
07-14
R Debnath
07-14
A Eliad
07-14
E Finnegan
07-14
M Finnegan
07-14
E Freer
07-14
M Goldsmith
07-14
L E Hall
07-14
K Hansford
07-14
S Hillman
07-14
N Horsley
07-14
B Keenlyside
07-14
K Kotecha
07-14
B MacDonald
07-14
B D Mitchell
07-14
A Oza
07-14
D Patel-Vathvati
07-14
V Raniga
07-14
J Scott
07-14
M Scozzafava
07-14
C Shah
07-14
Y Shaikhati
07-14
C Shyam
07-14
J Sivasubsamaniam 07-14
R Slade
07-14
S Speel
07-14
S Speed
07-14
J Stebbing
93-00
J Summergield
07-14
D Wills
07-14
C Yallop
07-14
I Yuniz
07-14
A Zolnai-Lucas
12-14
In addition, 13 members
provided email addresses only.
Since the start of 2015, a
further nine members have
joined, only two being new
leavers.

Spring Quiz Evening
Another enjoyable event held at the White House Hotel,
Watford on Friday 17th April.
My thanks to all who competed, nine teams in all. They
answered difficult and not so difficult questions on a
range of subjects - the eventual winners by a “short
head” being a team led by Joel Godwin.
As usual, we held a raffle and I am pleased to report that
a sum in excess of £270 was donated to the Peace
Hospice.

From the Editor
The number attending the Annual Dinner this year, 177,
was a welcome increase on the previous year and it was
encouraging to see many younger members attending
their first annual dinner.
A diary note for 2016 - the dinner is to take place in the
School Hall on Saturday 16th January.
My thanks go to Peter Holden for his continuing efforts
regarding the layout and design of this and all previous
editions of “Contact”

Just a reminder that our subscription is £15 p.a. and our
bank is:
NatWest Bank plc, Berkhamsted Branch,
Account name:The Old Fullerians’ Association
Sort code:
60-02-21
Account number: 64087697
If you have paid your initial subscription via PayPal but
have not set up a standing order
(and there are some of you going back to 2011), I should
be grateful if you would set one up using the information
above (and don’t forget the arrears).

We regret to announce the deaths of the following
members since the last edition of Contact:
B J Barkway
J A Calcutt
G G Martin
J N Rider
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40-47
41-48
40-46
27-35

R J Smee
G K Stiles
R J Wilks
A P J Peeters

36-42
51-58
51-56
32-43

The “Roof of Africa” - Joseph England (96-03)
On arrival at our hotel the first thing that
Sitting at the back of Mr Kiek's religious
struck me was the scale of construction
education lessons in Year 9, I was
underway in the city. Whilst I am not sure
sometimes taken by the notion that his
that the propensity for wooden scaffolding
keenness to teach the benefits of a
would pass British building regulations
meditative state were somewhat selfstandards, the sheer number of high rise
serving :buildings is testament to how fast the city
“It was just over two years full of
is growing.
challenge, adventure, fights, struggles,
new experiences — and almost
A quick trip to the Museum of Ethiopia
overwhelming frustration and despair.”
upends the notion of Ethiopia as a
Surprisingly this is not Mr Kiek's
"developing nation". The museum is home
description of those halcyon days
to Lucy - or Dinkinesh ("you are
discussing religious tolerance and
marvellous" in the local Amharic
polytheism. The quote is from the first
language). Lucy is a 3.2 million year old
ever warden of the Simien national park - skeleton that provides some of the
C W Nicol describing his efforts to
earliest evidence of human-like beings
establish what is today a UNESCO World
walking upright - hence the “Cradle of
Heritage site. I am sure however that Mr
Civilisation" claim.
Kiek would have appreciated the historical
Next on the agenda my love of one of
and theological interest of visiting the
Ethiopia's most well renowned exports
country that lays claim to being both the
took us to the legendary Tamoca coffee
home of "The Roof of Africa" and "The
shop in the north of the city. My first ever
Cradle of Civilisation" - Ethiopia.
cup of coffee was on a Year 9 classics trip
Before embarking on my trip in November to Rome - Mr Carter was right that some
2014 I received many encouraging welllessons would stay with me forever...
wishing comments on my trip "Why would Sadly it was Madame Lloyd's French
you go to Ethiopia, isn't it just a big
lessons - a fitting quote from the novelist
desert?", "Watch out for Ebola" (thanks
Balzac above the door reads - "Le café
Mum). On researching the geography I
caresse la gorge et met alors tout en
was pleased to find that in distance terms mouvement" - coffee caresses the
we were going to be as far from an Ebola
throat and puts everything in motion.
outbreak as the UK is from the border of
Next we travelled to Bahir Dar to the
Russia (most outbreaks were confined to
north west of Addis to visit the great lake
West Africa). Ethiopia does unfortunately
Tana
and the historic monasteries which
suffer from an image problem. When
reside on the
asked about the nation many
many islands
would likely cast their minds
on the lake.
back to the severe famines in
The nearby Blue
the country between the 1960s
Nile falls offered
and the 1980s, possibly images
our first
of barren land and poverty.
glimpses of the
Luckily arriving in the capital
natural beauty
Addis Ababa confounded my
of the country
preconceptions from the
but also the
moment we left the airport. The
depth of
bustling metropolis of the city
poverty.
is a short 5 minute taxi from
the international airport.
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The deeply Christian nature of Ethiopia is
another thing that you can't fail to notice as
a tourist the
beautiful
12th
century
rock-hewn
churches in
The next stage of our trip was my
Lalibela personal highlight - a four day trek in the
are
aforementioned mountains of the Simien
preserved
National
today as a
park. Atop
world
the
heritage
highest point
centre and museum. The story goes that
in Ethiopia Ras Dashen - the famous King Lalibela wanted to rebuild
Jerusalem in Ethiopia. The inherent piety of
the scenery
the locals can perhaps be summed up by
is
unblemished our guide's incredulous reaction to being
told that
by mansome
made
people in
structures and you are imbued with a real
the UK do
sense of the scale of the country and the
not believe
lushness of the landscape. My memories of
in God the trip were possibly somewhat biased by
"Well what
the quality of the food served to us by our
do they
cook - Umu. From fairly generic meat and
believe
vegetables she conjured up some great
in?!"
tasting dishes - from Ethiopian fare to
One thing
pasta and pancakes.
I learned
The food in Ethiopia deserves a mention if
at
school
was
to
try
new
experiences
and
only to answer the "what will you eat if you
Ethiopia certainly provided me with plenty don't like the food?" question on Mrs
dancing with locals in a kind of shoulder
England's pre-trip quiz. The answer is
shuffling tribal ritual on top of a mountain;
mainly Italian food. And some of it of the
seeing a mountain deer-like creature called
highest calibre. Brad Pitt and Angelina
a Walia Ibex as well as Gelada baboons in
Jolie's favourite Italian was said to be
the Simiens; drinking hand ground and
Ristorante Castelli in Addis. The calzone
roasted coffee in a thatched mud hut. The
was certainly good enough for me so it was
other thing I learned at Watford is to
probably ok for them too. The Italian
always do as you're told - so please, if you
influence is a hangover from Mussolini's
have the chance, visit this beautiful
occupation of the country in the 1930s. At
country.
times we were very grateful for this if only
The road to the falls was lined with
mudshack villages and locals with AK47s
slung over their shoulders. Children
delighted in collecting our empty water
bottles for their small resale value. In
spite of this everyone we met had a
resounding message for tourists - "Tell
your friends about our beautiful country".

for the respite from the bitter pancakes that
form the staple of the Ethiopian diet injera.
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Supporting the School
Our involvement in the Careers event and
Mentoring and the Dragons Den are
mentioned elsewhere in this issue.

During the last year we have
funded kit bags for a
forthcoming Cricket tour and
provided “Line Benders” (used
for hot forming plastic) for the
Design and Technology
department. Photographs of the
equipment used, some of the
pupils involved and the finished
MP3 speakers they have
produced accompany this item.
In response to a request from
Mark Allchorn the OFA offered to
replace the chairs in the School
Hall. This requires funding in the
region of £10,000 and we are
aiming to raise as much as
possible at events in the year
ahead and limit the extent to
which we have to dip into
Association funds. The chairs were put to
good use at the Annual Dinner in January
and the raffle that we held there provided
us with a good start to the fund raising.
You can see a photograph of the new
chairs, one of them “adorned” by your
chairman, in the accompanying
photograph.
Given our modest subscription of £15 per
annum we need to marshal the OFA’s
finances carefully and would welcome
contributions to help pay for the chairs.
Please contact me if you would like to help.
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The Dragons’ Den 2014 – Report from Oliver Bolland (96- 03)

December 2014 saw the return of the Old
Fullerians’ Dragons’ Den to a James Theatre
packed with Year 10s. The
prize was up to £2,000,
donated by the Old
Fullerians’ Association, for
one team to fund a project
for the school that they
had proposed and pitched.
We received a range of
excellent proposals,
covering everything from cooking classes to
websites and sports equipment to solar panels.
From a longlist of entries, five teams were
chosen to pitch - and defend - their ideas to a
panel of judges. The OF judges were current
Chairman Mike England, Deputy Chairman
Russell Deane, Roger Faires and, from the
school the current Head Boy, Josh Shemtob.
The finalists were:
• OMT - Buy an updatable electronic
display to showcase work,
announcements and house points
called “The Fuller Picture”.
•

Team Football - Create year 10 A+B
football teams, to kickstart a football
club and community in the school.

•

Team Summit - Buy Raspberry Pi
computers - and accessories - to use
to teach programming and computing

•

Team Zubar - Develop a green eco area
in the school tended by students

•

WBGS Outdoor Sports - Purchase
outdoor concrete table tennis table and
equipment and provide outdoor
basketball nets, equipment and court
paint.

Each team had five minutes to pitch and
present their idea on-stage before facing five
minutes of questioning from the Dragons on
matters of finance and practicality, as well as
school support for their idea, to see how
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comprehensively
the teams had
devised their
plans. The
teams were then
judged by each
Dragon across
four categories Presentation,
Feasibility,
Cost/Benefit and the Overall Impression. The
standard was very high and it was clear some
of the teams had researched
their ideas in great detail, which
made choosing a winner more
difficult.
After several minutes of debate,
it was concluded that OMT had
won after they convinced the
Dragons that an electronic
display in the main Hall would
help bring the school into the 21st Century,
demonstrating both an in-depth knowledge of
the product and an ability to convince the
school that they would be able to use it. This
was a feat made more impressive by the fact
that there was only one person on the team
(OMT is short for One Man Team)! Beyond that,
several other teams had ideas with support in
the school and are now in discussion about
how to move them forward - we look forward
to seeing the results and wish them all the
best of luck.
We wish to thank Sam
Moore, head of year 10,
who organises the pupils
and provides fantastic
support for the work-inprogress projects! Thanks
also to the Dragons, who
were great, with probing
and thoughtful questions. And finally,
particular thanks to Roger Faires who has done
sterling work in organising this event with Sam
and was instrumental in initiating and
organising the original and subsequent Dens.
We plan another encounter this year! If any
Old Fullerians are interested in getting involved
in the next Dragons Den, then please contact
me (obolland@gmail.com); we are looking for
further funding to allow the Dragons to support
wider proposals.

Old Fullerians’ Cricket Club

Old Fullerians’ Golf Society

The season will start later this year on Sunday

2015 marks the fiftieth year of the
club’s existence.

7th June when we entertain Uxbridge Casuals C C,
and will end on the last Sunday in August.
A short tour to North Devon has been arranged
for mid August.
Details of the full fixture list may be found in the
Association Calendar.
The club will be pleased to welcome new
members and Matt Wheeler, the Club Secretary
will be pleased to provide further information.
Matt may be reached by phone on 02083
860399 or email mattvics@gmail.com

Old Fullerians’ Football Club
At the time of writing, the club
is comfortably placed in
division one of the Watford
Sunday League. Promotion to
the premier division seems
unlikely as the clubs around us
have games in hand.
We are pleased to welcome
new members and
information about the club
may be obtained from the
chairman Chris Coleman Tel:
01923 267315

A full program of matches has been
arranged and details of these are
featured in the “Events” section of the
calendar.
In addition to being the President of
the society, Dave Price will this year
also be captain.
Details of the society may be obtained
from Russell Deane Tel: 01923 449137
or Mob: 07768 643 987.

Fullerians Rugby Football Club
Congratulations to the Fullerians’ Rugby Football Club
on becoming champions of London NW3, finishing four
points ahead of their nearest rival Welwyn R.F.C. In
addition to this success, the club was only eighty
minutes away from a visit to Twickenham when losing in
the semi-final of the Senior Vase.
Next season they will be competing in London NW2,
playing against near neighbours O.M.T., Old
Haberdashers, Tabard and Harpenden Rugby Clubs.
The club is the only one in Hertfordshire to field five
senior teams and new members are always welcome.
The current success is due largely to a new coach,
returning players and a good management team.
Further information may be obtained from the chairman
Kevin Brind, www.fullerians.co.uk.
Good to see you at the Annual Dinner Kevin.

Do you not have an Association Tie or Cufflinks?
Striped with crest (polyester)....£8.50
Striped with crest (silk).........£16.50
Black with crest (polyester).......£9.00
For ties, contact Joel Godwin (Tel 01923 440928) Or order
via our website shop.
Price includes postage.

For cufflinks contact
John Cook (Tel 01923
222829) or order via
our website shop. Price is £15 including postage.
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